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Stock#: 67840
Map Maker: Merian

Date: 1640
Place: Nuremberg
Color: Hand Colored
Condition: VG
Size: 14 x 11 inches

Price: SOLD

Description:

A detailed map of Transylvania, based upon Blaeu's earlier work on the area. The region is shown in detail,
with major cities, towns, rivers, forests, topography, and more all shown. Detail extends into neighboring
regions, including Hungary, Walachia, Russia (Ukraine), and "Transalpina" (southern Romania). The map
includes a decorative cartouche.

Two names are given for the region, Transylvania, from the Latin roots meaning across the forest, and
"Sibenburgen" meaning "the seven castles" in German. This latter name refers to the seven ethnically
German cities in the region. Exactly which settlements this refers to has been lost to history, though not
all of the most notable Transylvanian Saxon cities of the region are shown on the map. This omission is
intriguing for a map that explicitly refers to the "Sibenburgen."

At the time this map was created, Transylvania was under the rule of the Habsburgs. The region was
relatively opposed to imperial oppression, and several temporarily successful revolutions occurred. The
region managed to retain relative independence until 1657, when Gerge II Rakoczi's attempt to win the
Polish throne led him to ally with the Swedes during the so-called "Deluge." The resulting conflict led to
the invasion of Transylvania by the Ottoman Empire, and its new status as a client state.

Two different editions of this map attributed to Merian appear. This might be the earlier version of the
map, with less detail and more obviously based on Blaeu's map. The added detail in the other version
comes at the cost of visual simplicity, which the present example preserves.
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Detailed Condition:
Some minor foxing and soiling.


